
G&� (faime�) Men�
Rue De Huy 53 (4317 Faimes), Borgworm, Belgium

+3219567981 - https://ge-restaurant.be/

Here you can find the menu of G&e (faimes) in Borgworm. At the moment, there are 17 meals and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about G&e (faimes):

in search of a restaurant that offers something a little different I got tempted by this restaurant, and I was not
disappointed that on the contrary welcomed and served by a super nice waitress, we took apéro, entry and flat.
and a drink during the meal. the entrance was great and the dish even better, all for about for two with views of
the kitchen and its chef at the barbecue. I find the concept nice. I recommend. read more. As a visitor, you can

use the WiFi of the place free of charge, And into the accessible spaces also come clientele with wheelchairs or
physiological disabilities. If the weather are right, you can also be served outside. Various exquisite French meals
are served in G&e (faimes) from Borgworm, and you will find genuine Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and

pasta. Of course, we must not forget the large diversity of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, Don't miss
the chance to have the crispy and crunchy pizza, prepared fresh in an traditional way.
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Süß� Dessert�
TIRAMISU

Main�
SIRLOIN

Schni�e�
SCHNITZEL

Starter� & Salad�
RISOTTO

Desser�
PROFITEROLES

Antipast� - starter�
CARPACCIO

Überbackene� Gemüs�
KARTOFFELGRATIN

Guarnicione�
MOTE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Asi� Breakfas�
YOUTIAO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

PIZZA

PASTA

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

PARMESAN

BEEF

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 12:00-14:00
Thursday 12:00-14:00
Friday 12:00-14:00
Saturday 18:00-22:00
Sunday 12:00-14:00
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